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Introduction: Crimp is an important morphological feature of collagenous tissues that has biomechanical 
significance1. It may act as a protective mechanical buffer during elongation and explain the toe-region of 
the load-deformation curve2. Crimp dimensions are dependent on species and tendon size, but they are 
typically seen at the primary or secondary fiber bundle level with a periodicity of 100-200 μm or less. 
During our work with human tendons, we have noticed obliquely oriented bands reminiscent of “fibrillar 
crimps” 3 but on a larger scale. We refer to these bands as “macroscopic crimps” (macrocrimps) since they 
are present on unaided visual inspection of the whole tendon unit and disappear when the tendon is 
under tension (Figure 1). Crimps have been previously seen with light and electron microscopy3 and more 
recently with high-field strength MR imaging of canine tendons4. To the best of our knowledge, the well-
known crimp phenomenon has not been described in human tendons on an MR system. Additionally, we 
are unaware of any previous description of “macroscopic crimps" on MR images. The purpose of this 
study was to distinguish the two types of crimps and determine the origin of the macrocrimps.  

Methods: Two fresh cadaveric ankles were used for this study. Achilles, peroneus longus, and tibialis 
anterior tendons were dissected and the unloaded tendons were imaged parallel and approaching the 
magic angle (55° relative to B0). The visual presence of macrocrimps was noted. Imaging was performed 
on a 3T clinical (GE Signa TwinSpeed) MR system with a 2D gradient-recalled echo sequence (GRE) at 156 x 
156 x 1000 μm resolution (TR 500 ms with various TE ranging from 8 μs to 10 ms) and on an 11.7T MR system (Bruker Biospin) with a 
2D GRE sequence with 40 x 40 x 500 μm (TR 340 ms TE 9 ms) and 3D GRE sequence with 60 μm isotropic resolution (TR 25 ms with 
TE 2.8 ms). After MR imaging, the tendons were prepared for histology. H&E and Safranin-O stains as well as polarized light 
microscopy (PLM) was performed and compared with the MR images.    

Results: Classic crimp morphology was only evident 
on the 11.7T images with tendon rotation 
approaching the magic angle, with periodicity 
ranging from 60-80 μm (Figures 2A and 2B). On 
both 11.7T and 3T images, however, distinct high 
signal bands with irregular periodicity were seen 
with the tendon parallel to the main magnetic field 
(Figures 3A and 3B). These regions corresponded 
to the macrocrimps seen on visual inspection and 
were confirmed by histologic stains (Figures 3C and 
3D) and PLM (Figure 3E). Tendon macrocrimps 
remained faintly visible even at the longest TEs 
utilized for this study (10 ms) in contrast to the 
remainder of the hypointense tendon. 
  
Conclusions: Crimps in human tendon have been 
demonstrated for the first time on MRI. Human 
tendon macrocrimps are visible with unloaded 
tendons on MR imaging and remain visible at 
longer TEs. These macrocrimps correspond to folds 
in the collagen bundles and are less visible in elongated tendon. Since macrocrimps change tendon signal, they can potentially alter 
T2 measurements of tendons between loaded and unloaded states. Additional studies systematically evaluating the effect of tendon 
elongation on quantitative MRI values are necessary.  
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Figure 3. Macrocrimps in Achilles tendon imaged at 
11.7T (A) and 3T (B) with H&E (C and D) and PLM (E) 
correlation. Macrocrimps are evident as regions of 
linear high signal intensity near the magic angle in 
unloaded tendon (arrows). Unlike classic crimps (Fig 
2), these are evident with the tendon parallel to B0. 

 
Figure 2. Achilles tendon at 
11.7T imaged parallel to B0 (A) 
and with rotation approaching 
55° (B). Classic crimp 
morphology is evident only 
with rotation (arrow in B). 

Figure 1. Macroscopic 
crimps throughout  the 
relaxed peroneus longus 
tendon (A) but not present 
with elongation of the 
tendon (B). 
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